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Donor # 4387
Interview Notes
Donor 4387 is coolly confident and laid back. His breezy demeanor is light and
pleasant. You can tell he doesn’t suffer from a lack of self-esteem. A mildly jittery
person, he did things like twirl his pen around on his hands and tap his heel.
Handsome and well spoken, I enjoyed our interview a lot.
Donor 4387 has tousled sandy blond hair (think California surfer boy), tan healthy
skin and sparkling sea blue eyes. He came wearing a brown wool pea coat with a
plain white t-shirt underneath, dark denim jeans, brown sneakers and shell necklace
on a leather string. With perfectly symmetrical features, a sharp cute nose, clear blue
eyes with pointed eyebrows, he resembles a cast member of 90210 circa 1990. His
lower lip is full and a bit pouty, and his upper lip is small and pointed. He has a trim
and fit physique.
I could tell he genuinely desires a positive outcome for our recipients and their
offspring. He shared that his primary motivation to donate to TSBC came from his
girlfriend who is a donor-conceived adult raised in a lesbian household. Her positive
experience encouraged him to help create other families like hers.
During our interview he was eager to share information with me, being very open
and upfront and he was great at explaining everything with intention and in great
detail. For his health history form, he asked family members fill out their own pages,
wanting to make sure everything was right and accurate.
He describes his family as not very traditional. They all know about his choice to
become a donor and they encouraged him to do what he wanted. He further
described them as moral people without the organization of religion. He was
inspired by his parent’s life endeavors which included his mother’s career as a
gymnast - almost making it to the Olympics and his father college football days.
Although he also played football growing, he moved on to practicing Tae Kwon Do,
achieving a black belt and 2 state championships. Donor 4387 comes across as the
kind of person who will accomplish great things.
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